What exactly Destiny is: an exploration from a scientific viewpoint
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Abstract: 'Destiny' is a self-created automatic kinetic energy and force and also a cosmic system that came into existence as soon as the creation of the universe began with the Big Bang. This abstract being is the originator of all cosmic events and activities. At the moment of the explosion, it is automatically determined when, where and what will happen one after the other successively. That is Destiny. Destiny is nothing but the spontaneous natural creator of inevitable future events through action-reaction-interaction, causation, etc. Whatever is happening here, Destiny is at the root of everything, Destiny is responsible for everything. This Destiny is predetermined and unchangeable self-created cosmic system. However, in order for Destiny to be effective, it has to proceed on the path of logic, subject to various factors, subject to environmental conditions, causes, action-reaction interaction, etc. Some of us are happy and some are sad, some are successful and some are unsuccessful because of Destiny. Destiny is responsible for all our troubles problems and misery. Therefore, it is necessary to know the Destiny very well
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I. INTRODUCTION

Destiny! That is, everything that happens around the world is predetermined. So far, everyone has known this Destiny as a matter of religion and spirituality under different names (luck, fate, fortune, etc.)! But it's actually a matter of science.

An event requires stored energy and the force generated from that energy, space or place, object(s) or substance(s) and their conditions.

The applied force creates event(s) depending on the place or space, object(s) or substance(s) and their conditions. Again, there is an energy and force created through this event, which becomes the cause and pre-determiner of the future events arising from this event. In the case of future events, this energy and force is their destiny. In addition, a pre-determined event is also called destiny.

Religious Destiny and the Destiny in science are not one thing. In the case of religious Destiny, there is a determinant or controller of Destiny. There is a conscious entity behind destiny. The fate or Destiny of one is determined according to the controller's will. Besides, in some religions there is Karma or Karma-Phal of pre-birth behind fortune or Destiny.

Here we will look at Destiny through the eyes of science and try to know it in its own reality.

II. RELATED WORK

'Time' and 'Time Travel'

Time is nothing but the length of events that happen one after the other. Time is born out of an event or an action of something. Where there is no action or event, there is no time.

With the creation of the universe, cosmic time and space are born. As soon as these cosmic events, which are happening successively one after the other, stop, time will also stop.

You are nothing but a short-lived character in this gigantic cosmic film, consisting of one frame after another.

In this predefined worldly movie, as a character in a mega serial drama, it is not possible for you to go to the past or the future of this movie. So, 'Time travel' is an unrealistic fantasy.

From the book: The scientific thoughts of a spiritual scientist!
III. A CAREFUL EXPLORATION FROM A SCIENTIFIC POINT OF VIEW TO SEE IF THERE IS ANYTHING CALLED 'DESTINY' AT ALL.

We become interested in Destiny, when we see that despite seemingly everything being done properly, the work has not been successful for some invisible reason.

Some people have failed in life despite having enough qualifications and some people have made great progress in life despite not having any such qualifications. Seeing all this, we have a mixed feeling of curiosity and wonder about Destiny. Even the desire to know the truth about Destiny grows in some people.

What is destiny? Is there a controlling entity behind this? Does anyone's destiny go as planned? Is there logic and sufficient reason behind it? Sometimes such questions arise in our minds.

In fact, everything is going according to the rules or system of the world. Many things remain invisible to us due to our lack of knowledge, experience and consciousness. So we don't understand many things properly.

Now let's come to the main point. From the point of view of science, Destiny is a completely self-created and automated physical system. Nothing happens here under anyone's direction like the god of fortune.

In short, Destiny is the kinetic energy generated from the Big Bang, the cause and the originator and pre-determinant power of everything that will happen in the future.

Destiny is actually a kind of spontaneous arrangement created through an event, which is the originator and predeterminer of inevitable successive sequence of events through action-reaction and interaction based on space-time, condition and causation.

Here, I mean the sequence of events that one or more events occur from one event and from those events innumerable events (somewhat compounded rate like the cell division) arise.

In the cosmic field, destiny is a self-created automatic worldly system as a predeterminer of consecutive future events which came into existence with the creation of the universe through the great explosion (Big Bang).

One thing needs to be said here, it is only possible to change this cosmic Destiny if any force is applied from outside the universe. It is not possible to change this cosmic Destiny from within the universe.

In this system, it is automatically determined at the moment of the explosion—when and where—what would happen in the consecutive events. Its name is Destiny. Whatever is happening here, Destiny is at the root of everything. Destiny is responsible for everything. This Destiny is predetermined and unchanging. However, Destiny has to move forward along the path of logic, cause and based on a variety of factors, in order to be effective.

Some of us are happy, some are sad, some are successful, and some are unsuccessful because of Destiny. We suffer so much for our Destiny. Therefore, Destiny needs to know very well.

In fact, Destiny is a self-made system created by an event, which is depending on the space, time, situation, environment, becomes effective through the causation, reasoning, action-reaction of consecutive events, and inevitably determines future events.

In the cosmic field, Destiny is a kind of involuntary force and like a self-created program, that arise at the beginning of the creation of the world through the beginning of the Great Explosion! And it is the determinant and regulator of the inevitable future events.

Each produced event is the apparent cause of the various events that occur in the future in connection with it which is automatically predetermined at the beginning of the creation of the universe.

An experiment:
For ease of understanding, let's say with a simple pattern: The rotation of the rotating wheel with an arrow blade is determined automatically as soon as it starts, when and where the sharp angle of the arrow blade will go. This is Destiny and predetermined event. It is almost the same as in the case of Great Creation or cosmic events. Its Destiny has been determined automatically at the beginning of creation.
As soon as the stick starts rotating in a circle, it is determined by itself when and where it will stop.

Every living being is a part of this universe and we are in this universe. So Destiny is active in different ways, inside and outside of us, knowingly and unknowingly. All our activities, including our thoughts, desires are contribution of Destiny, and are part of the cosmic or worldly activities.

We are also a part of this world. Here, fortunately or incidentally some are rich --- some are poor, some are noble and some are dishonest. That is to say, there is no controller or determinant and controlling entity behind it, there is a self-created automatic physical system.

Creation begins with the Great Explosion, and in that instant the Destiny is born (That's how TIME is born). Destiny is, in fact, an abstract existence. For example, a series of events occur after a bomb has exploded. In addition to the energy and force created by the explosion, there is another thing that is the pre-determinant of all subsequent events. This automatically determines the moment of the explosion, what happens next and what happens next. Consecutive, one after other. Everything that is happening in this world and everything that will happen, determined almost automatically at the moment of the Great Explosion!

**Another experiment:**

A place was chosen where there would be no outside influence. Now, a cracker or a very small bomb was taken, and several small pieces of marble or stone were placed around it and wrapped in paper so that the flap of the cracker or bomb would stick out.

Now connect the fire to the cracker or bomb in the middle of the previously mentioned clean space and explode.

In the moment after the explosion, pieces of marble or stone were scattered around at different speeds in different ways. Notice that each piece of marble or stone has received a different phase. Someone is standing in one place and spinning like a wheel, someone has fallen and hit another piece and as a result that piece of stone has broken and become many pieces.

If we look closely, we will face many strange events. Many such incidents can be seen to happen at the same time. Someone’s behavior is not exactly the same as someone else’s behavior. What will be the state of any of them, what speed or what will happen, everyone's Destiny is automatically determined at the moment of the explosion.

In the same way, everything that is happening, has happened, and will happen — the root cause of everything lies in the moment of the Big Bang. This is called Destiny.

As soon as a bomb explodes, it is automatically determined when, where and how the subsequent events born out of that explosion will occur.

Whatever the structure of the object, the environmental conditions, and the applied force, its Destiny is determined as soon as the event begins. In any case, if the structure of the object, the environmental conditions and the applied force are different, then their Destiny will also be different. But in both cases their Destiny will be decided as soon as the event begins.

Multiple events are born from one event. Again, many more events are taking place after that one. Thus the successive stream of events continues. In the present scenario, various events arising from an event cannot be followed in a definite way. External or other events created outside, objects, energies, etc., that will disrupt or affect its or their movement, or alter the course of events.

So, the examples mentioned here are just examples. These examples will not have much resemblance to the main event I discussed. The main point being discussed is the great explosion at the beginning of the universe's creation! Which is known as the Big Bang. In this case, no external object, force or event is missing to affect the original event and the numerous events that have arisen from it. Here the course of events is proceeding in a self-determined way.

**Formula:** $d = b > efp$

$d =$ Destiny  
$b =$ Big Bang  
$efp = e =$ Energy + $f =$ Force + $p =$ The pre-determining power of future events arising from the main event (Big bang)
IV. CONCLUSION

Destiny is a cosmic system which is the pre-determinant of everything. That happened, that is happening, and that will happen in the future in this universe all are predetermined by this cosmic systems, which was created automatically by the Big Bang at the moment of the birth of this universe.

Everything we do here is being forced to do by this cosmic system called Destiny. We do not have the power to do anything in a free way. Whatever is happening here, destiny is at the root of everything, destiny is responsible for everything. This Destiny is predetermined and unchangeable. Many bad things and good things are happening here because of this Destiny. Our existence is actually the contribution of Destiny.
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